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GRAVITY Al~D THE PROPERTIES OF SEA WATER l
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(7)

(1)
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1= -K \1p..
For an ideal solution

p. = p'0 + RT In m, (2)
where p'0 refers to a standard state and m
is the molarity of the solution.

At equilibrium the molarity mt::, which
is a function of time and depth, will reach
an equilibrium distribution m~:: such that

RT
\1u. = \111.0 +-- \1m _=O.

r~z r m ~-
rJ;;Z

This equation defines a convenient stand
ard state. Differentiating equation (2),
replacing the value of \1p'0 from equation
(3) into it, and introducing the result into
equation (1),

It::: = 10:::- D \1mtz, (4)
where 10 - =D \1m~:: is the initial flow and
D =KRT/m is the molecular diffusion
coefficient. This equation represents the
time change in flux as the gradient de
creases, and reduces to the conventional
form

I tz =-D \1mt:: (5)
in the absence of an external field, that is,
if the equilibrium concentration is uniform.

The change in concentration with time is
given by

dmtz _ (d2
m ~z d2

m tz )
---D ------ ,

dt dz2 dz2

and a minimum time for half-equilibration
can be estimated by assuming that the
maximum initial rate is followed through
out the diffusion. D is of the order of 10-5

cm2 sec-1 and d2m .Jdz2 is about 10-2 ; thus
dmt.Jdz = 10-lj ~oles/sec or 3 X 10-10

moles/year. A 9% change in the molarity
would take 18 X lOG years.

The change in activity of salt with depth
will be determined for a uniform sodium
chloride distribution. The gradient of the
chemical potential is given by Pytkowicz
(1962) as

\1p. = -( l\1 - VI p)g ,
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In general, the concentrations of salts in
the oceans are not at equilibrium with
respect to gravity because molecular dif
fusion, the mechanism for equilibration, is
slow compared to advection and eddy dif
fusion (Pytkowicz 1962). At equilibrium
the concentration of sodium chloride
would increase 18% per kilometer of depth
and the contribution of gravity to the ac
tivity would be constant with depth.

In actual systems, equilibrium is not
achieved and the activity of solutes, equi
librium constants, and the colligative prop
erties change with depth. Such effects
were observed in the experiments of Des
Coudres (reviewed by MacInnes 1939),
who showed that the EMF generated be
tween identical electrodes, placed at dif
ferent heights, is accounted for by the
gravity effect.

Pressure has an effect similar to gravity.
Klotz (1961) has shown that gases dis
solved in a deep water column are not at
equilibrium with respect to the hydrostatic
pressure gradient. This non-equilibrium
should provide an additional term to the
direct effect of the pressure gradient on
equilibrium constants.

The slowness of molecular diffusion is
demonstrated by the following considera
tions:

The usual form of Fink's law does not
apply to a uniform distribution, for which
it would predict no diffusion. A general
form of the law, based on the chemical
potential gradient as the driving force for
molecular diffusion, is required.

The flow I is proportional to the gradi
ent of the chemical potential
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and by definition is
RT

\jp. =- \ja2 , ( 8 )
a2

where a2 is the mean activity of the salt
and fttl is now considered constant with
depth. Equating (7) and (8) and inte
grating,

a2 = Ke-u/R'l', (9)

where the potential energy U(AI - VI P ) gz
and RT is the thermal energy. K =I be
cause when U is zero the activity is unity.
At a 1 km depth a2 = 0.83 . Thus, for a
uniform concentration the ratio of surface
activity to the activity at 1 km is a2(O)/a:!y)

= 1.21.
The change in activity of the water is

obtainable from the Gibbs-Dunheim equa
tion

112
din al = - - d ]n a2 • (10)

111

Integrating equation ( 10) for water of
salinity 35%~ and remembering that l1:.!/l1t

is constant, the ratio al(tl)/al(1) is 0.998.

The extent and rate of reactions that re
sult in non-conservative concentrations,
and many of the thermodynamic proper
ties such as vapor-pressure, osmotic pres
sure, conductivity, and compressibility can
only be measured in laboratories or at the
surface of water masses. Our results sug
gest that activity correction factors should
be applied before extending surface data
to great depths, because of non-equilib
rium with respect to the gravitational field.
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